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Abstract

Fabric is one of humanity's most basic needs, not only for clothing but also for aesthetic and utilitarian reasons. Fabric appearance, texture, suitability for end-use, and other factors are influenced by the fabric-forming process or fabrication procedure. The structure of these fabrics varies based on the interlacement/interloping pattern of yarns, which controls the fabric's qualities. A textile is a flexible material made of a web of synthetic or natural fibres (yarn or thread). Wool, flax, cotton, hemp, or other basic materials are spun into long strands to create yarn. To create a textile, one must weave, knit, crochet, knot, felt, or braid. A successful design must involve consideration of essential factors, including the pattern, theme and placement of motifs, style of presentation, and use of colour. These considerations alone support the creation of a separate professional category for textile design.
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Introduction

The creation of inventive new ideas that involve a radical innovation or solution to a problem, as well as the radical reformulation of problems, is frequently seen as an example of creativity. The sudden insight that affects a designer as critical during problem solving is imagination, which involves the production of ideas that were not previously available as well as the generation of various ways of viewing events.[1]

Fabric is one of humanity's most basic needs, not only for clothing but also for aesthetic and utilitarian reasons. There are several different ways to make cloth, the most common of which are weaving and knitting. Fabric is created by interlacing and interloping in these processes. Fabric appearance, texture, suitability for end-use, and other factors are influenced by the fabric-forming process or fabrication procedure. The structure of these fabrics varies based on the interlacement/interloping pattern of the yarns, which controls the fabric's qualities.[2]

Fabric's structural architecture has a considerable impact on its aesthetics. To achieve the intended results, the fashion industry also focuses on the design of the base cloth. As we look around, we can see that fabric is used in a wide range of applications, from shirting to home and technical textiles. Fabric formation procedures (weaving and knitting) produce fabrics with vastly different structural characteristics. Knitted fabrics have a looped structure, whereas weaving threads are relatively straight with some crimp.

As a result, woven fabrics have lower extensibility than knitted fabrics. A little change in the interlacement/interloping pattern might result in a different fabric with completely different characteristics.[2, 3].

A designer begins by considering the concept and context of the problem, then after putting out a solution to address the issue, he converts the initial stage into the finished design. To produce textiles that satisfy client needs, textile designers, a particular category of designer, must combine knowledge of both historical and modern developments in printing technology, wet processes, dyestuffs, technology chemistry, fibre properties, fabric structures, mixed media, painting techniques, design styling, and design repeat layouts. This procedure is intricate. These considerations alone
support the creation of a separate professional category for textile design.[4]

Clothing is one of the three major necessities of existence, along with food and housing. It is crucial that clothes be affordable, which calls for increased manufacturing effectiveness, which can be attained by investing in a system for pattern design. A textile is a flexible material made of a web of synthetic or natural fibres (yarn or thread). Wool, flax, cotton, hemp, or other basic materials are spun into long strands to create yarn. To create a textile, one must weave, knit, crochet, knot, felt, or braid.[5]

An essential part of producing textiles is textile design. A successful design must involve consideration of essential factors, including the pattern, theme and placement of motifs, style of presentation, and use of colour. Themes or motifs for designs can be obtained from a variety of sources, including ancient texts, geometrical patterns, traditional symbols, and images of natural or man-made objects. A printing procedure is required for a design to be printed on fabric.[6]

1.1. Textile Fabric

The word "textile" comes from the Latin word “textiles” and the French word “textere”, which both mean "to weave," and it was originally only applied to woven materials. Now Weaving, knitting, crocheting, braiding, and other non-woven textiles are all considered textiles. New advancements have widened the definition of this term to include filament, fibre, and yarn that can be transformed into the fabric, as well as the resulting material. Threads, cords, ropes, braids, lace, needlework, nets, and materials made by weaving, knitting, bonding, felting, or tufting are all considered textiles. Fibres must have certain desirable features to be helpful in textiles, such as strength, abrasion resistance, flexibility, and moisture absorption. [7]

Traditional fabrics (woven, knitted, and braided) are made by spinning fibres into yarn and then weaving them into the fabric (see Figure 1). On the other hand, fabrics are also produced directly from the fibres, without being converted into yarn. Such fabrics are termed nonwoven fabrics (see Figure 2). [2]

The fabric production method used is mostly determined by the qualities needed in the fabric. The number of stages involved and the pace of manufacturing, on the other hand, impact the cost of fabrication.[8]

The fabric is less expensive the fewer steps and the shorter the procedure are. Fabric creation techniques have recently been automated, resulting in greater quality, faster response to market demand, and more flexibility in production.

![Figure 1: Uses Percent of different technical textile materials][2]
1.1.1.3. **Knits**

Knitted fabric differs from woven fabric in that it uses a whole distinct yarn interlacement technique. It is made up of a series of loops that are joined one by one by a single thread. Knits are extremely stretchy and can stretch up to 500 percent. This method is used to make traditional woollen sweaters. Knits are now as popular as woven materials and are used in T-shirts, socks, and a variety of other clothing, particularly sportswear.[11]

1.1.1.4. **Surface Embellished Textiles**

Surface decoration techniques make any cloth more appealing. There are several ways accessible, and the country has a long history of conventional technical knowledge. For adding value to textile surfaces, the most common techniques include embroidery, appliqué, patchwork, and fabric manipulation.[12]

1.1.1.5. **Printed Textiles**

The term "printed textile" refers to designs generated by applying colour to the surface of textiles using various printing technologies. Printed fabrics have a wide range of design options, ranging from simple to complicated.[13]

1.1.1.6. **Resist Dyed Textiles**

There are several procedures for resisting or blocking a specific region of a fabric before dying it to create various intriguing patterns. One of the oldest methods of producing designs on cloth is resist dyeing.[14]

1.1.1.7. **Technical Textiles**

Technical textiles are fabrics that are utilised for industrial applications. These textiles are made or processed with specialised procedures that have specific properties that meet a variety of technical and industrial requirements.[15]

1.1.2. **Fabric construction**

Fabric is any material that is woven, knitted, crocheted, braided, or bonded and can be used to make any end-use product, such as clothes. Fabric is a two-dimensional or three-dimensional construction made of any textile fibre that is drapable, spreadable, and pliable. It can be worn, utilised as a utilitarian product for the interior or exterior, as home furnishings, or as an appealing piece of art.[16] Types of fabric construction are listed in Figure 9. Fabric is a woven or nonwoven material made up of natural or synthetic fibres called thread or yarn. Yarn is made by spinning raw fibres such as cotton, silk, wool, flax, or other materials into long strands. Felted materials are made by combining fibres by weaving, knitting, crocheting, knotting, or pressing them together. Fabric and cloth are used as synonyms for textile in textile trades such as tailoring and dressmaking. [17]

Fabric structure parameters are becoming increasingly significant in the textile manufacturing process, especially with the introduction of high-precision weaving and knitting. [18]

![Figure 2: Different types of textile fabrics](image-url)
Fabric appearance, texture, and suitability for end-use are all influenced by the fabric-forming process or fabrication procedure. The interlacement/interlocking pattern of the yarns determines the structure of these fabrics. The fabric's design refers to the interlacement/interlocking process. Fabric qualities are mostly determined by its design and the fibre content utilised as a raw material.

1.1.2.1. Woven fabrics

Fabric is only called a woven fabric if it consists of usually two interlacing yarns (warp and weft yarns). [19] The woven fabrics are made by interlacing two orthogonal sets of yarns, namely longitudinally organised warp yarns and crosswise arranged weft yarns. Over the weft thread, the warp yarn is alternately raised and lowered in a specified pattern. The weave design of the fabric refers to the precise pattern for interlacement distribution. The weaving pattern is represented as an orthogonal array of binary numbers in CAD. If the warp yarn is over the weft yarn at the crossover location, for example, it is signified by "1" and "0" in the opposite situation. An endless number of weaves can be created this way.[20]

The frequency of interlacement between warp and weft yarns determines the stiffness of a woven fabric. The fabric hardness improves as the number of intersections per repeat increases, while other parameters remain constant. If we compare a plain and a twill woven fabric with the same thread count and linear density, the latter will be less firmly compressed than the former due to less bend.[2]

There are complex/intricate structures generated by combining these basic weaves, such as (a) multilayer fabrics, (b) pile weave structures, and (c) jacquard designs (see Figure 3), in addition to these basic designs. These structures are widely employed in a variety of fields. The stitching pattern of the separate layers determines the structure of multilayer fabrics. It's either layer-by-layer or thickness-by-thickness. Terry towels and woven carpets are examples of pile weave structures. These constructions have an additional set of yarns termed pile yarns that occur on one or both sides of the fabric, in addition to the ground yarns.[21]

1.1.2.2. Knitted fabrics

Knitted fabrics are made up of a series of loops created from one or more yarns that are interlocked, with each row of loops catching into the previous row. As a result, unlike woven cloth, the threads do not follow a straight path but rather a meandering pattern. When exposed to external stress, these loops quickly stretch in multiple directions, providing more flexibility than woven materials. Knitted cloth can stretch up to 500 percent of its original length depending on knitting structure and yarn qualities. [22]

Knitted structures may more easily conform to complex shapes without creases, and knitting is a more flexible procedure for producing preshaped structures. [23, 24]

Knitted materials are more form-fitting than woven fabrics because of this, and are thought to be better suited to clothing that must be elastic or stretchable in reaction to the wearer's actions, such as socks and hosiery. Knitted clothing's elasticity allows them to better mould the body's outline. Knitting yarns typically have a low twist level, giving them more bulk and less drape than woven fabrics. Knitted fabrics are divided into two types: warp-knitted(a) and weft-knitted(b) (see Figure 4). [25]

In warp knitting, the yarns that make up the knitted fabric travel vertically (like warp threads in woven fabric). The thread in weft knitting horizontally moves across the fabric. The weft-knitted fabrics can be made by hand or by machine, whereas the warp-knitted fabrics can only be made by machines. The structural characteristics of fabrics made using these two processes differ significantly.[26]

![Figure 3: Complex/intricate structures generated by combining basic weaves (a) multilayer fabrics, (b) pile weave structures, and (c) jacquard designs](image)
OVERVIEW OF DIFFERENT FABRIC STRUCTURES

Knit, tuck, and miss are the three basic stitches in a knitted fabric. Knitted fabric’s look and physical qualities are affected by different stitches and stitch combinations. Different patterns are also generated in knitted fabrics using various stitches and yarns of various colors. [27]

1.1.2.3. Braided fabrics
Interlacing one, two, or more sets of yarns with one other or with other sets of yarns at an angle create braided constructions. The angle formed by the yarns and the product axis is usually half of this angle (termed the braiding angle). The braided samples have a small number of designs, with fewer than five is typically utilized. Braids can be manufactured in a tubular or flat construction (see Figure 5). [28, 29]

![Figure 5: Braided constructions](image)

1.1.2.4. Nonwovens fabrics
Textile fabric structures made from fibrous webs are known as nonwovens. The web can be bound together in a variety of ways, including mechanical tangling of fibres, adhesive application, thermal fusion, and chemical structure development. The fibre is the essential unit in the structure of a nonwoven fabric, and the distance between the fibres is the most important component. The spacing between consecutive fibres is typically several times the diameter of the individual fibres that make up the web. Nonwoven constructions are more flexible as a result of this. The properties of nonwoven textiles can be easily controlled and are dependent on the fibre properties, the fibre arrangement in the web and the qualities of any binders or binding procedures utilised. [30]

![Figure 6: Warp and Weft directions](image)

1.1.3. Woven fabrics
Woven fabrics are produced by the interlacement of two sets of yarns perpendicular to each other, that is, warp and weft forming a stable structure, while knitted fabrics are made up of interconnected loops of yarn. The bent yarn in a loop provides stretch, comfort, and shape retention properties to the knitted fabric. However, knitted fabrics are generally less durable than woven fabric. Such properties help to determine the end-use of a specific fabric. The chemical and/or mechanical bonding or interlocking of fibres produces a fabric structure known as the nonwoven fabric (see Figure 7). The process of fabrics formation also determines the name of fabric produced, for example, felt, lace, double-knit, and tricot. [2, 31]

![Figure 7: The process of fabrics formation](image)
interlacing pattern. There is virtually no limit to the number of weaves that can be created. This gives the designer limitless options for creating cloth for any use. The designer's imagination is the sole limit to the possibilities. Textile technology has a clear edge in this regard. [7]

Weft threads interweave ups and downs according to particular organizational norms in traditional woven fabrics, which are made up of a set of mutually perpendicular warps and a set of weft yarns. Plain weave, twill weave, and satin weave are the most common 2-D woven fabric structures used in scaffolds today and the performance of the woven fabric can be adjusted by controlling the warp and weft density (the number of warp and weft yarns per unit length), yarn fineness, and the interlacing law. [32]

Plain weave fabrics have a 1:1 ratio of warp and weft threads, and the fabric has reduced flexibility but strong wear resistance. Because the interwoven points of the twill weave create a slanted line on the fabric surface, the twill fabric is more supple than plain cloth. Because the satin fabric has longer floated and fewer interlacing points than plain fabric, there are more exposed sections of the yarns in satin fabric, making it softer and less wear-resistant. Weft density, warp density, fabric weave, and side end number are all weaving criteria. These variables have an impact on the fabric's structure and qualities. Different mechanical stimuli and topographies are provided by the textile-based scaffolds, which regulate cell behavior. [33]

![Figure 7: producing steps of woven fabric](image)

The process of weaving is defined as the interlacing of warp and weft strands at right angles to each other. The possibilities for interlacing warp and weft yarns are nearly unlimited. The warp yarn is sometimes referred to as the ends, while the weft yarn is referred to as the pick or filler. To function as a single entity, interlaced yarns must have sufficient cohesive forces between them, and woven fabrics must have an unusually high length or width to thickness ratio. The process of weaving threads into fabric is done on a "loom," which is also known as a "weaving machine." The warp and weft yarns must be prepared before weaving. Weft yarns that are spun directly are used as is, although they are occasionally rewound in small bobbins on a winding machine to make a bigger weft yarn package. Before being woven, the warp yarn undergoes warping and sizing. The woven fabrics are sent to the folding section for inspection and grading after weaving. [34]

1.2.1. Classification of weaved structure

There are two major groups of weaved structures

1.2.1.1. Simple Structure

The structure is called Simple Structure when the Ends and Picks intersect at a straight angle and are parallel to each other. There is only one series of ends and one series of picks in these structures, and they both contribute equally to performance, utility, and aesthetic appearance. [35]

1.2.1.2. Compound Structure

There are multiple series of ends and picks in this structure, some of which will be responsible for the performance and some of which will be used solely for adornment. They might not even be parallel to one another. [17]

1.2.2. The basic weave patterns of textiles

Fabrics can be made using a variety of weave styles and variations of each style. The weaves in this image as shown in Error! Reference source not found. are those that were in initial used to make cloth, but their variations allow them to be utilised for making clothes and other garments.

The black point means that the warp yarn is over the weft yarn, and the white point means that the weft yarn is over the warp yarn

![Figure 8: Weave kinds (A) Plain weave, (B) Satin weave, (C) Honeycomb weave, (D) Twill weave, (E) Fancy cord weave and (F) Fancy mesh](image)

1.2.2.1. Basic Weaves

The weave is the process of interlacing pattern warp and weft strands to make a woven cloth. These patterns are created based on the finished fabric's required qualities. These designs come in a wide variety of complexity, from basic interlacings to complicated interlacings, all of which impart unique purposes to the finished fabric. The basic weaves consist of three types of weaves: plain, twill, and satin/sateen weaves. Small repeat
sizes, ease of formation, and identification are all characteristics of these fundamental weaves. [7]

1.2.2.2. **Plain weave**

Plain is the most basic weave, in which the warp and weft threads alternately interlace resulting in the most interlacements. The structure gains stiffness and stability as a result of this maximum interlacement. Plain weave is known by trade names such as broadcloth, taffeta, shantung, poplin, calico, tabby, and alpaca. To weave its fundamental unit, at least two ends and two picks are required. This weave requires a minimum of two heald frames, but more than two (multiples of basic weave) heald frames can be used to weave this design. [7] Figure 10 shows plain weave fabrics construction.

1.2.2.2.1. **Warp Rib**

Plain weave with warp ribs is a modified version of the plain weave. It differs from simple plain weaves in that it features 1/1 interlacements in the filling direction. The creation of cords, ridges, or texture across the warp direction of the fabric is the outcome of this modified interlacement. The clustering of the filler yarns creates these cords or ridges. The warp rib repetition is always on two warp yarns. The first warp yarn is wound in the same way as the first, while the second warp yarn is wound in the opposite direction.[2]
Types of fabric construction

- **Plain Weave**
  - Matte weave
  - Reb weave
  - Hopsak
  - Transposed Twill
  - Skip Twill
  - Herringbone Twill
  - Pointed Twill
  - Diamond Weave
  - Herringbone Twill Base Diamond
  - Pointed Twill Base Diamond
  - Broken Twill

- **Twills Weave**
  - Transposed Twill
  - Skip Twill
  - Herringbone Twill
  - Pointed Twill
  - Diamond Weave
  - Herringbone Twill Base Diamond
  - Pointed Twill Base Diamond
  - Broken Twill

- **Weft Rib**
  - Regular Warp Rib
  - Irregular Warp Rib

- **Warp Rib**

Figure 9: Types of fabric construction
### 1.2.2.1. Weft Rib

Plain weaves can also be modified with weft ribs. It differs from simple plain weaves in that it has 1/1 interlacements in the warp direction. The creation of cords, ridges, or texture across the fabric's weft direction is the outcome of this modified interlacement.\(^2\)

*#### a) Regular Weft Rib*

When the numerator and denominator of the weave formula have the same value as in the above example of 2/2, the weft rib is extended. 3/3 and 4/4 are two further examples of normal weft ribs.\(^2\) Figure 12 and Figure 11 shows regular weft rib weave fabrics construction.

*#### b) Irregular Weft Rib*

The final pattern will be irregular weft rib if the numerator and denominator of the weave formula for weft rib have different values. A 2/1 weft rib, for example, is an irregular weft rib. The design is still called an irregular weft rib if only a section of the formula has the same numerator and denominator value. An uneven weft rib, for example, is 1/3-2/1-3/1.\(^2\) Figure 12 shows irregular weft rib weave fabrics construction.

---

**Figure 10:** plain weave (1/1) fabrics construction

**Figure 11:** Regular and irregular Warp Rib fabrics construction

**Figure 12:** Regular and irregular weft Rib fabrics construction

---

### 1.2.2.2. Matt Weave

This weave is made by stretching the plain weave in both the warp and weft directions at the same time, resulting in two or more threads that work in the same direction in both directions. In this weave, the squares are the same size on both sides of the cloth, with the same number of warp and weft yarns on both sides. Matt weave is also known as basket weave, hopsack weave, or full Panama weave. A minimum of two healed frames are required for this weave. The matt weaves can be extended further to give more prominence, but due to the flexible construction, this is limited, and they can be adjusted in a variety of ways.\(8, 36\). There are two kinds of Matt Weave as shown in Figure 13.

*#### a) Regular Matt Weave*

A regular matt weave is defined as a matt weave with equal spacing on both sides of the fabric. This sort of interlacement is used only in fine fabrics and corresponds to loose structures.

*#### b) Irregular Matt Weave*

Irregular matt weave is defined as a matt weave with unequal spacing on both sides of the fabric.

**Figure 14:** Regular and irregular Matt weave fabrics construction

---

### 1.2.2.3. Reb weave

To create the rib effect, numerous threads are frequently combined into one, or a thick yarn is used in either the warp or weft direction. A simple weave pattern is used for the interlacing.\(8\)
1.2.2.2.5. **Hopsak**

Hopsak is a polyamide plain-weave fabric that is expressive and flat. In high-contrast, brilliantly hued, or delicate combinations of warp and weft threads, the duotone colors give a range of design choices. Hopsak is a highly durable and sturdy material that may be utilized in both private and public spaces.

1.2.2.3. **Twills Weave**

Twill weave is a basic weave that is noted for its interlacing pattern, which results in a diagonal line creation in the cloth. This weave, as well as its variations, is used for decorative purposes. When opposed to plain weave, twill has a closer placement of yarns due to less interlacement, giving it more weight and drape. In simple twill as shown in Figure 15, the interlacing pattern's outward and upward movement always imparts a diagonal line to the design. Twill is classified as right-hand or left-hand twill based on how the twill line propagates.[31]

Plain weave has more interlacements than twill weave, hence the threads in plain weave have a larger contact area due to the interlacements. When compared to twill weave, the plain weave has better tensile resistance. Twill weaves have longer floats than plain weaves, hence thread slippage is greater in this weave when it is torn.

![Figure 16: Twills weave fabrics construction](image)

1.2.2.3.1. **Transposed Twill**

Rearranged twill is another name for transposed twill. Only the original twill weave is rearranged in this twill to create more appealing motifs. The transposition simply interrupts the basic twill line at the break unit's specified intervals. The technique of transposition is very similar to that of twill breaking as shown in Figure 17.

![Figure 18: Transposed twill (4/4) weave fabrics construction](image)

1.2.2.3.2. **Herringbone Twill**

To generate a different impression as shown in Figure 19, this twill also relies on the reversal of the direction. The way they're made differs from the way waved twills are made.

![Figure 20: Herringbone twill (3/1, 4R, 3L) weave fabrics construction](image)

a) **Horizontal Herringbone Twill**

Horizontal herringbone twill is herringbone twill that has been extended in the warp direction. Shirts and overcoats are the most typical uses for this weave.

b) **Vertical Herringbone Twill**

Basic twill extended in the weft direction is known as vertical herringbone. This twill is employed in fabrics for hanging and soft furnishing.

1.2.2.3.3. **Skip Twill**

The twill lines are formed in the same direction by this derivative of twill. Drawing skip twill is quite similar to drawing herringbone twill as shown in Figure 21. The twill line progression in the same direction at the reversal is the only distinction between the skip and the herringbone.

![Figure 22: Skip twill (2/3, 5R, 3R) weave fabrics construction](image)

1.2.2.3.4. **Diamond Weave**

The diamond weave is another type of twill derivative that may be made in two ways: pointed twill base diamond weave and herringbone twill base diamond weave. This weave is divided into four sections. A diamond weave's repetition unit is made up of all of the quadrants. This weave's name comes from the development of a unique diamond-like shape.

1.2.2.3.5. **Pointed Twill Base Diamond**

It's made with pointed twill. The vertical and horizontal axes of this weave are symmetrical. The design's repeat is calculated by multiplying the basic weave's digits by two and then adding them.
together. The number of ends and picks in the final design will be the solution.

1.2.2.3.6. Herringbone Twill Base Diamond

This is a diamond weave that employs the herringbone pattern. The diagonal axis of this weave is symmetrical. Quadrants that are diagonally opposite each other are similar. The design's repeat calculation is the same as in the pointed base diamond weave.

1.2.2.3.7. Broken Twill

The standard twill is broken at certain intervals to create this twill as shown in Figure 23. This weave can be used to create a variety of unique designs. The most basic and popular approach to break a regular twill is to stop it and reverse the next ends according to the broken unit. [31]

1.2.2.3.8. Elongated Twill

The rate of advancement in regular twill is normally one step ahead and one step forward. In elongated twills as shown in Figure 25, the rate of advancement of the twill is changed. The change may be in both directions as per requirement. The advancement will be two at least or more according to the requirement.[2]

1.2.2.3.9. Pointed Twill

This is the most often used twill weave kind. It's made by reversing the twill line at predetermined intervals to mix left- and right-hand twills into a single design as shown in Figure 27. It's also known as waved twill or zigzag twill. The twill can be reversed either horizontally or vertically.

Figure 28: Pointed twill (2/2, 4R, 3L) weave fabrics construction

a) Horizontal Pointed Twill

When the diagonal twill line is reversed on the warp ends, this sort of twill is made. The number of ends is greater than the number of picks in this situation. The pointed draught is utilized in this form of twill.

b) Vertical Pointed Twill

When the twill line on the picks is reversed, the vertically pointed twill is made. In this situation, the number of picks will be more than the number of warp ends in unit space. Due to a large number of picks, this type of design often necessitates dobby shedding, which is difficult to achieve on simple tappet looms.

1.2.2.4. Satin Weave

Satin/sateen is a basic weave that, unlike twill, does not have a regular pattern as shown in Figure 29. The fabric's surface is either warp or weft-faced. Satin is warp facing, which means that the warp threads are visible on the entire surface of the fabric save for one thread interlaced with other yarn series. It's called sateen if it's weft facing, which means the weft threads are largely visible on the fabric's surface. The single interlacement of warp and weft threads in a single repeating unit distinguishes this weave. Among the fundamental weaves, these have the fewest interlacement points. As a result, it enhances the shine and smoothness of the fabric's surface.[37]

Figure 30: Satin weave fabrics construction

1.2.2.5. Honey Comb Weave

Because of its honey bee web-like structure as shown in Figure 31, this weave is given its name. It creates ridges and hollow structures that provide the impression of a cell. Both warp and weft threads move freely on both sides of this weave, which is combined with a rough structure. This weave produces a cloth with more float all over it.
This weave is further subdivided into three different varieties, Single-Ridge Honey Comb, Double-Ridge Honey Comb, and Brighton Honey Comb. [30]

1.2.2.6. Huck a Back Weave

The huck a back weaves are toweling fabrics. They're called honeycomb effects since they're commonly connected with honeycomb fabrics. They're made by alternating between a floating and a plain weave as shown in Figure 33. A variety of weaves are derived from these weaves, which is interesting. Huck a back weaves can be used to create thick, hefty textures. [31]

1.2.2.7. Crepe Weave

Crepe weave is a term used to describe weaves that do not have a defined pattern. These weaves may have a twill-like appearance, but they lack the prominence of twills. [2] Crepe weaves, often known as "crepe" or "oatmeal" fabrics, are a useful variation of simple weaves with a pebbly or crinkled (rough) surface. The type of crepe fabric is determined by the size of the pebbles and their placement on the cloth surface. The crepe effect can be obtained by using crepe yarns (highly twisted) or a crepe weave, as well as by using a particular finishing procedure, such as embossing. There are various ways to draw crepe weaves, however the most popular ones as shown in Figure 35 below. Crepe weaves are frequently combined with other primary weaves in complicated jacquard designs for brocade and kindred fabrics to generate several different effects. Crepe weaves are commonly used to create the ground of figured fabrics. Kimonos, smocks, women's and children's outfits, curtains, and needlework are all examples of crepes in use. [31]

1.2.2.8. Mock Leno Weave

This fabric has a weave that similar to gauze. Four quadrants make up the weave as shown in Figure 37. The symmetric weave appears in the first and third quadrants, whereas the opposing weave appears in the second and fourth quadrants. [38]

1.2.2.9. Welts and Pique

A simple face fabric with a sequence of warp and weft threads, as well as several stitching threads, makes up a pique weave. Because of the horizontal lines, this weave is one of a kind (weft-wise). [31] A picture of such a pique weave is shown in Figure 39.
Figure 40: Welts and Pique weave fabrics construction
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الملخص

النسيج هو أحد أهم احتياجات البشرية، ليس فقط للملابس ولكن أيضا لأسباب جمالية وفنية. يتأثر مظهر النسيج وملمسه ومدى ملاءته للإستخدام النهائي وعوامل أخرى بعملية تشكيل النسيج أو إجراءات التصنيع. يختلف هيكل هذه الأقمشة بناءً علىنمط التشابك / الشبك لتخفيف، والتي تحكم في صفات النسيج. النسيج مادة مرنة مصنوعة من شبكة من الألياف الاصطناعية أو الطبيعية (خيوط أو خيوط). يتم غزل الصوف أو الكتان أو القطن أو القنب أو أي مواد أساسية أخرى في خيوط طويلة لصنع الخيوط لإنشاء نسيج، يجب أن يكون نسيج مرن عند الإنشاء، أو يكون نسيج ثابت، أو كروشية، أو عقدة، أو لباد، أو جديلة، يجب أن يكون مرن أثناء التصنيع مراعاً للعوامل الأساسية، بما في ذلك النمط والوضع. هذه الأفكار والفنون والطرق المستخدمة في إنتاج النسيج تدعم إنشاء نسيج ذو جودة عالية.
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